
Peanuts
Eating peanuts regularly helps decrease
blood pressure(1).

Different components of the peanut
including healthy oils, protein and fiber can: 
� help reduce cholesterol
� help lower bad LDL cholesterol 

while maintaining good HDL cholesterol(1)

Peanuts and 
peanut-skins have
just as many, if not
more, antioxidants
as fruits and
vegetables(3).

Almonds 
Adding almonds to the diet, even for a
short period, could reduce risk of heart
disease by lowering blood pressure 
and improving blood flow(4).

Almonds are packed with minerals:
� Manganese–helps the body form strong

bones and regulates blood sugar 
� Magnesium—essential for organ, muscle

and nerve function, blood glucose control,
and regulating blood pressure(5).

High-protein, nutrient-rich almonds help
suppress appetite, beat flab and also keep
your heart healthy(5).

Almonds are high in beneficial 
monounsaturated fats and vitamin E, 
which protects against UV light damage
and Alzheimer’s(5).

Cashews
Cashews have a lower fat content than
most other nuts, which means: 
� approximately 82% of their fat is 

unsaturated fatty acids
� about 66% of this unsaturated fatty 

acid content is heart-healthy 
monounsaturated fats, similar to those
found in olive oil(6)

Studies of diabetic patients show that 
monounsaturated fat, when added to 
a low-fat diet, can help to reduce high
triglyceride levels(6).

Cashews are ripe with proanthocyanidins, a
class of flavanols that actually starve tumors
and stop cancer cells from dividing(7).

Snack Nut Overview
Researchers found that frequent nut consumption is associated 
with a lower risk of all cause and disease specific death(1) .

Eating nuts 5+ times per week was also associated with(1):
� lowering risk of heart disease by 29%
� lowering risk of cardiovascular-related death by 24%
� lowering risk of respiratory disease death by 24% 
� lowering risk of cancer-related death by 11% 

NUTS are
GOOD for you.
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Those who ate a 1 oz.
serving of nuts 7+ times
a week had a 20%
lower risk of all-cause
death compared to 
people who did not 
eat nuts(1).

77% of U.S. households
have nuts or seeds 
on hand and 19% of 
individuals eat nuts 
at least once in a two
week period(1).

Nuts rank among the
top 10 snack-oriented
convenience foods
for U.S. consumers 
motivated by health 
and weight needs(2).

In addition to its choice
as a healthier snack,
nuts are also popular
among consumers 
looking for a filling or 
a quick, convenient
snack(2). 

Consumers who are 
motivated to choose
better-for-you snacks
based on health and
weight tend to be adult
females or seniors and
empty nesters(1).


